Iceland Stage for Legends
Behold the midnight sun or northern lights amidst geological wonders rich with Scandinavian history.
highlights

Shape-Shifting Landscapes Gaze upon the dramatic spectrum of Icelandic geology,
from fuming mud pots, geysers, and volcanoes to magma caves, fjords, and expansive
glaciers.
Relaxing Spa Retreats Melt away stress in world-famous geothermal pools.
Scandinavian Lore Learn the Vikings' rich history and superstitions, and hear legends of
"hidden people"—elves who bewitch the island.
Striking Wildlife Sightings Spot whale pods, puffin colonies, droves of Icelandic
horses, and other remarkable species!

"Magical.”

at a glance
Venture to the Blue Land Take an overnight flight, arriving by morning to explore the
southwest. Enjoy the Viking World museum, famed Blue Lagoon, Leif the Lucky’s
Bridge, and steaming, primeval landscape of Krýsuvík before settling in for a welcome
feast in Reykjavik.
Geology and the Golden Circle Snack on treats from a geothermal bakery, then jump
into the nearby thermal hot springs and pools. Explore the eye-popping Kerið Crater
Lake and hike behind the magnificent Seljalandsfoss waterfall, along with the majestic
Gulfoss waterfall and legendary Geysir.
A Day in the Icelandic Life Hike up an ancient lava channel and enjoy a favorite locals’
lunch before delving into the sites of the world’s most northerly capital, including
Tjörnin Lake and the Old Quarter, Reykjavik Harbor, and the iconic Hallgrímskirkja
church.
Zoology by Land and by Sea Embark on a morning journey to sight dolphins, seals and
fin, blue, and minke whales. Then take a ride amidst the pastoral valleys and rocky lava
fields on horses that were once mounted by Vikings.
Farewhale! Top off your Icelandic adventure among marine giants with a tour of
Whales of Iceland or the Reykjavik Art Museum. Pick up that final memento in the
downtown Laugavegur district before heading home with a saga of your own.

"Action-packed.
Got my money's
worth!”
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§
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§
§

From 5 days, 4 nights, options at family-friendly hotels.
Includes most meals, with special multigenerational pricing available.
Dedicated bilingual guides and private transportation throughout the trip.
Comprehensive briefing packet for each participant, including country information,
logistical and contact information, reading list, and packing list.
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